
Facebook Profile Photo Guidelines
What is the ideal image size for sharing to Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Twitter now give you
added control over how your profile picture and cover photo look. Facebook understands the
importance of visual advertising and offers the opportunity to The profile photo may be a small
square, but it can make a big impact.

Facebook Cover Photo size for the mid 2014 layout.
'Facebook profile picture dimensions are 160x160px but
you should upload at least as 180x180px.
Social Media cheat sheet with social media image sizes for Facebook, Twitter, Google+,
LinkedIn, Pinterest, Facebook Profile photo size: upload 180 x 180. Ξ. Now, when a Facebook
user posts an image using the iOS app, it is size photo for YouTube is mostly just important for
your channel's profile image. One. Even though those requirements and good practices regarding
image What are the dimensions of Facebook Page's profile picture and cover photo?

Facebook Profile Photo Guidelines
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2. Facebook. Profile image: 180 x 180 px – Image guidelines: Must be at
least 180 x 180 pixels, Photo will appear on page as 160 x 160 pixels,
Photo thumbnail. If you're posting images to Instagram, here's my
unofficial guide to image sizes. Shared on Facebook · Google+ Profile
Picture and Cover Photo Size Guide.

All Facebook image dimensions, post and ad specs and text character
limits in one place. Page cover photo and profile photo dimensions,
Recommended upload sizes ur creatives according to your campaign and
Facebook requirements. Talking of the profile picture, it has to be of 160
x 160 pixels minimum and Square logo size should be 50 x 50 pixels,
LinkedIn has different dimensions. Quick: how big is a Twitter header
photo? What's the minimum size for a Facebook profile image? Do you
know the screen dimensions of an Instagram pic?
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2) Do make sure your Facebook cover photo
size is right: 851 px wide by 315 px tall. Since
your profile picture is on left, you want to add
some balance to your.
What is the size of the profile picture in Facebook? How wide is page of
your brand? Here are all the numbers you need and you can even
download a handy. There're ideal image sizes for cover photos and
profile pictures, Facebook ads and Twitter Our two favorite image size
templates that cover most networks. Facebook cover photo size: 851 x
315. Facebook profile photo size: 180 x 180. Facebook event photo: 152
x 107 or 152 x 152. Facebook app/tab size: 111 x 74. your design
process with image sizing recommendations for Twitter, Facebook, a
single square “profile picture” that scales appropriately for the sizes
below, you will get the best balance of image clarity and image size.png
file. Unlike Facebook metrics, Twitter doesn't tell you how often your
profile is viewed, Similar to previous guidelines, each photo can only be
up to 1 MB*. Facebook. Cover and profile photos. The Facebook cover
photo size is 851 x 315 pixels. For best quality, upload your cover photo
at these dimensions.

The original image size was 772 KB, with EXIF and other JPEG data
preserved. If you are updating your timeline cover photo or your profile
image though.

From Twitter and Pinterest to Instagram and Facebook image sizes, we
have the complete How to Create the Perfect Instagram Profile Page
fuzzy rendering, the image is more likely to be in a different size, rather
than wrong resolution.

Are you looking to spice up your social media image? Developer Center,
Tools & Data Feeds · Technical Documents & Guidelines · News &



Product Here are some suggested social media profile image sizes from
our experts: Facebook:

How to combine Facebook cover photo with profile picture for your FB
tried to crop out the profile picture, the size of the resulting photo will be
160x160px only.

If you upload a cover pic of different size other than preset one,
Facebook Doing this will bring balance to your page, as profile pic will
be on the left-side. Don't know The Correct Facebook Profile Picture
and Cover Photo Size, here are the dimensions giving you the idea about
the photo to be on Facebook. The recommended dimensions for a
Facebook profile picture are 180×180 pixels. This will Yelp: The
maximum photo size Yelp will display is 533×400, so we. Hoping to
create a sweet new featured image? WellSIZE MATTERS! In fact, most
images on Facebook (from your profile pic to ad images) need to
comply.

Facebook Cover photo size: 851 x 315 / How to make a Facebook Cover
Photo Profile photo size: upload 180 x 180 / Make the best Facebook
Profile Picture. If you're running a Facebook group, the group cover
photo size must be at least If you don't choose a cover photo, Facebook
shows profile photos of group. Given the scope of the Facebook rainbow
profile photo meme and its rapid The guidelines also require further
review if the work involves a collaboration.
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to remember – and keep up with – the requirements for each social platform. FACEBOOK.
Cover and profile photos. The Facebook cover photo size is 851 x 315.
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